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Scandic Pelagic takes the lead
to guarantee landing of Herring
in a sustainable way
Scandic Pelagic has recently installed a
new flowscale. With this type of scale, it
is impossible to manipulate any weighing
results from the scale without leaving a
trace.
This new type of sealed flow scale is
supplied from the Icelandic company
Marel.*
On top of this Scandic Pelagic has installed
surveillance cameras which is monitoring
the flow from the discharging vessel all
the way to the scale.
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To determine any bycatches the national sampling plan is followed, securing that bycatch by
statistic methods is registered. The operator of the scale is the authorized certified independent
third party surveillance company Skawinspection. The company checks every time before any
landing is started that all seals in the scale is unbroken.

Skawinspection makes the control/determination for bycatches, and also the
bycatch determination control is monitored with surveillance cameras.
The national fishery control has a
hidden live access to all cameras, and
thereby can check every step in the
unloading of herring without anybody
knowing when they are watching.
Everything is recorded and stored for
three days in case there is a need to
look back in time.
Fishing and allocation of fishing quotas
are managed on the basis of sustainability principles, where the focus is on
optimizing fish stocks in a sustainable
way. With this voluntary monitoring of
all landings, Scandic Pelagic shows that
every catch of herring landed/supplied to us is fully registered. One kilo
caught is also one kilo registered landed, and any by-catch is registered and
reported.
The public control authorities have limited resources available, and politically focus has so far
been on control of the fishery itself. However, it does not help that the fishery is controlled and
monitored - unless the landings are fully open, transparent, and monitored. The sustainable
exploitation of fish stocks can only be ensured through total monitoring.
We call our way of handling landings - the fully sustainable way.
We hope that with this step of openness we convince all parties that in order to ensure sustainability, all landings must be fully registered kilo by kilo monitored, as we do at Scandic Pelagic.
If our colleagues in the pelagic industry have not already implemented this transparency system,
we hereby encourage them to do as we do.

If any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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*Description of the scale:
https://marel.com/media/rprijurz/marel-flowscale.pdf
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